Incorporating Negative Association Rules 
to discover meaningful Outlier from Non_Reduct Computation : A Medical Predictive Analysis
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Abstract— Outlier Mining has always attract much attention among the data mining community. This paper discusses on the discovery of meaningful outlier detection based on Non_Reduct computation by incorporating the Negative Association Rules. Non_Reduct computation is proposed to detect outliers from rare classes. These outliers may have meaningful knowledge having incorporating the concept of Negatives rules to the outlier rules. Thus, a meaningful and comprehensive knowledge is expected to obtain for medical reasoning and predictive analysis by the experts in the field.
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INTRODUCTION

Much effort have been done by researchers to improve techniques in predictive mining especially for medical diagnosis. Among common and popular intelligence techniques for medical predictive analysis are Neural Network, Bayesian classifier, Genetic algorithm, Decision Tree, Fuzzy Logic and Rough Sets Theory(RST). RST has been proposed by [1] to discover the knowledge of breast cancer data using classification approach. More interesting, [2] proposed a predictive medical analysis from Outlier Mining concept named Rough Outlier Algorithm(RSetAlg). RSetAlg uses the concept of Non_Reduct computation from Rough Set Theory approach. Non_Reduct computation followed the computation of reduct as in Rough Set Theory. The Non_Reduct is computed to detect outliers from rare cases. The computation involves the formulation of Indiscernibility Matrix Modulo Decision (iDMM D) and Indiscernibility Function Modulo D(idFM D). The results showed that the computation of Non_Reduct is able to diagnose symptom of sickness in patients through abnormal data and rare case at fast speed.

In this study, the results from Rough Outlier algorithm is explored to improve the predictive medical analysis by incorporating Negative Association Algorithm(NAR) to the rules obtained. Study over NAR has been done by researchers and it is believed that NAR rules are hidden pattern discovered among infrequent and high-relational itemsets. NAR is important in many applications where it enables to identify items which are rarely occur together with common itemsets. Hence, a total overview and better coverage of search space would be able to generate and discover significant knowledge for predictive medical analysis.

The following section II discusses on Outlier mining methods including the computation of Non_Reduct based on RST to detect outliers. NAR algorithm is discussed in section III. While, section IV describes the experiment and results obtained. The conclusion will finally discuss in section V.

OUTLIER MINING

Outlier mining focuses on the rare data whose behaviour is very exceptional when compared with the rest of the large amount of data. This exception identification can lead to a discovery of unexpected knowledge.

Outlier mining has been realized from several approaches or technologies in the field of statistics, machine learning, artificial intelligence, visualization and database management. Finding these outliers in large dataset has drawn increasing attention among researchers [4-9]. In detecting outliers based on Rough Outlier Algorithm(RSetAlg), the concept of Non_Reduct computation as in [11] is explained. Generally, Non_Reduct computation followed the computation of reduct as in Rough Set Theory. The Non_Reduct is computed to detect outliers from rare cases. The computation involves the formulation of Indiscernibility Matrix Modulo Decision (iDMM D) and Indiscernibility Function Modulo D(idFM D).

A measurement, RSetOF is used to detect outliers. RSetOF with large value indicates that the object is unlikely to be an outlier. In contrast, objects with small RSetOF values is detected as outlier.

MINING NEGATIVE ASSOCIATION RULES

Positive Association Rules

Association Rules or Positive Association Rules(PAR) have been extensively studied in the literature for their usefulness in many application domains such as recommender system, medical diagnosis, intrusion
detection and telecommunication. Association Rules task is to find the relationship between items in a dataset. For a huge and massive databases, this task is able to show interesting relationships among the itemsets which then uncover hidden knowledge between the known values. Typical example of Association rules mining is market basket analysis.

From the original apriori algorithm there have been a remarkable number of variants and improvements of association rule mining algorithms[14,15,16,17]. The algorithm finds large quantity of interesting relationship or correlation among item sets and is represented in form of rules. These rules indicate that the presence of some item sets will imply the presence of other item sets within the same transactions. For an association rule A=> B, it is used to predict that ‘if A occurs, then B generally also occurs’.

**Negative Association Rules**

Mining traditional association rules is extended by many researchers into mining Negative Association rules. Currently, Negative Association Rules(NAR) is found to play important roles in decision making with cutting of search space of a different angle and perspective than the Positive Association Rule which is already known as a useful decision making algorithm. The Negative Association rules describe negative relationships in the item sets and imply that the occurrence of some item sets by the absence of others. In other word, these item sets are not positively associated with any of the item sets within the same transaction. One simple example that can be used here is when a patient who complains of headache does not have a throbbing pain, migraine should not be suspected with high probability[18,19,20].

Example of NAR rule can be in the form of A=> ¬B or ¬A=>B. In addition to positives associations, the negative can provide valuable information in devising many important decision making system like marketing strategies, investment analysis and many more.

In this study, the Rough_Outlier detection method will generate list of outliers rules that belong to rare class. These rules are small and differ from the rest of the dataset. Although they are small in size and rare, these rules are assumed as frequent rules in the sense that it was generated and processed from outlier mining concept which is significant and have important knowledge to uncover. In enhancing the Rough_Outlier algorithm, NAR is incorporated to the method by assuming that the hidden NAR rules can be discovered from the infrequent itemsets generated.

Searching for outlier using Non-Reduct computation is an advantage as it search space is small as attributes of non-interesting is reduced and they are of rare class in comparison when searching using positive association rules which has exponential rules generated. As the result, the computation and the processing time is reduced, which allows better time for detection rate of outliers. By incorporating NAR, the results of outliers detected is expected to give a comprehensive and significant knowledge from the medical reasoning and interpretation from the experts and professional of that field.

According to [18], medical reasoning can be obtained from positives and negatives rules which not only to reflect experts’ decision but also for domain experts to interpret both which are important to enhance the discovery process through both cooperation. [21] describes that positive and negatives rules gives better classification accuracy thus helps in reasoning with less classification time. In devising marketing strategies, [22] highlights the importance of NAR besides PAR where better decision can be made.

**EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS**

By following the work in [22], a discovery from PAR and NAR rules are observed and followed. First, Rough_Outlier Method is experimented upon Heart Disease dataset. The following sub-section A describes the process to discover the outliers rules.

**Experimental Results from Rough_Outlier Detection Method**

Rough_Outlier Method is tested on Heart Disease dataset to detect outliers. The results from the Non-Reduct computation is analysed. There are 344 rules generated from the computation based on Non_Reduc[11]. These rules obtained are outliers rules or frequent rules generated from Non_Reduct computation. The rules are ranked using RSetOF value to look for outliers. As dicussed in section II, any object or equivalence class which has more support would unlikely to be outlier. Otherwise the objects are outliers. Results shows that based on Rough_Outlier Algorithm detection method, five outliers which belong to rare class are identified with least RSetOF value and are detected at top ratio 6.25%. Table I illustrates seven outliers detected from Rough_Outlier Algorithm Method which are e133, e134, e135, e136, e137, e138 and e139. The second column in the Table I denotes outliers rules of each equivalence class obtained. There is only one rule for each equivalence class generated. Only partial of frequent rules obtained for each class obtained are showed.
Table II illustrates Negative rules obtained from the frequent outliers rules from Table I. The occurrence of chest pain itemset with the absence of female itemset gives different reasoning or diagnosis on the rules obtained. Interesting NAR rules are derived for patients e134, e135, e138 and e139. Regardless of age, it is found that the absence of female patients whom are diagnosed with heart disease have no symptom of chest pain.

The results are found true where medical health report in [23] reported that chest pain is the most common symptom of heart attack however not everyone experiences chest pain during a heart attack. Women in fact are less likely than men to feel chest pain during heart attack. Most women experienced so-called “atypical” symptoms such as back pain, nausea or fatigue.

Therefore, in this medical reasoning obtained from both observations of frequent outliers rules and NAR rules, it can be concluded that it is important for women to be diagnosed with various signs and symptoms of a heart attack so that efficient decision can be made.

Observation II and Discussion

The frequent outliers rules as in Table III are found. The rules denoted that male with high cholesterol in their body are diagnosed with heart disease. These are shown as in patients e134, e135 and e139. The results are partial of rules in Table I. The combination of both rules from Table I and III for e134, e135 and e139, can be interpreted as: regardless of age, male patients whom has no chest pain symptom but have high cholestrol are diagnosed with heart disease.

In this domain, it is found that the correlations between the absence of female with high cholesterol is interesting as it indicates the presence of heart disease. With this correlation, it helps to diagnose those patients whom have chest pain of type 4 which not able to tell whether the female patient suffer from heart disease or not.
CONCLUSION

This research intends to prove the hypotheses that the incorporation of Negative Association rule on Non-Reduct outliers rules would able to produce a good associative-outlier detection method that generate interesting knowledge. The above discovery shows the advantage of using NAR in Rough_Outlier Algorithm for medical reasoning by the experts.

It shows that in some important cases, although strong frequent outliers rules generate interesting knowledge with good decision that is predictable but by incorporating, something that is contradict from common belief or knowledge; using NAR; it able to give unexpected comprehensive knowledge for efficient decision making.
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